CLASSIFICATION
Read the group of words. Print the word from the two words below that goes in the parenthesis.

1. table, chair, ( )
   desk      pencil
   1. desk

2. red, blue, ( )
   colors    yellow
   2. yellow

3. sun, fun, ( )
   did       run
   3. run

4. cow, pig, ( )
   horse     meat
   4. horse

5. gloves, scarf, ( )
   clothes   hat
   5. hat

6. penny, nickel, ( )
   dime      wallet
   6. dime

7. lilac, daisy, ( )
   race      rose
   7. rose

8. drum, violin, ( )
   band      piano
   8. piano

9. snow, sleet, ( )
   hail      moon
   9. hail

10. windy, breezy, ( )
    gusty     clouds
    10. gusty

11. light, bright, ( )
    bulb      fight
    11. fight

12. my, by, ( )
    fly       words
    12. fly